BAND OF BLUE
Color Guard - Audition Day Schedule
Saturday, May 18th, 2019

9:00 – 10:00 a.m.   Registration and individual warm-up
10:00 – Noon        Stretch and movement technique
Noon – 1:00         Lunch on your own
1:00 – 3:00         Flag technique and combination
3:00 – 4:00         Individual flag auditions before panel
                     Weapons block for potential weapon line members
4:00 – conclusion   Weapon auditions before panel

- Prospective members will be taught a movement combination and flag combination.
- Applicants must prepare a short routine using each piece of equipment they are auditioning for.
- Prepared pieces should be between 1 and 2 minutes in length.

*Auditionees should wear black or blue clothing which allows freedom of movement. Tennis shoes are required for equipment sessions.